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SUMMARY 

A surface integral is developed which yields sblutions of the 
linearized partial differential equation for superonic flow. These 
solutions satisfy boundary conditions arising in wing theory. Partic-
ular applications of this general method are made, usIng acceleration 
potentials, to flat surfaces and. to uniformly loaded. lifting surfaces. 
Rectangular and trapezoidal plan forms 'are considered. along with 
triangular forms adaptable to sweptf orT.ôard and, swept—back wings. 
The case of the triangular plan fo±ni in sid.eslip is also included. 

phasis is placed. on the systematic application of the method. to 
the lifting surfaces considered and. on the possibility of further 
application.

INThODUCTION 

The study of supersonic lifting surfaces has been limited., 
until very recent times, to the work of relatively few theorists. 
The introduction of new propulsive systems has, however, increased 
the possible speed range of aircraft to such . degree that a great 
deal of emphasis has been placed on extending theoretical knowledge 
and. technlq'ues to cover controlled—flight velocitIes well beyond. 
those in the subsonic regime. As a result of this added emphasis, 
within the past two or three years a number of important develop-
nients and results have been reported. which add materially to the 
main body of supersonic theory and. included among these publica-
tions are several papers - on wing -theory for both -the lifting and 
nonlifting cases. Most of these solutions, however, have been 
limited to the field. of conical flow, while a generalized theory, 
which would fit any boundary condition likely to be met in problems 
of wing theory, has been lacking. 

In the present report advantage has been taken of the direct
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analogy which existsbetweon the linearized, partial differential 
equation for supersonic flow in three dimensions and. the two-
dimensional wave equation of mathematical physics. As a result - 
of this correspondence, solutions which have been given f or the 
wave equation are shown to be applicable to the type of boundary 
condition encountered in win€ problems. The first section of the 
report is devoted to tho development of the mathematical.equation 
f or the potential of the supersonic flow field. The application 
of this expression to a number of examples in stpersonic lifting-
surface theory illustrates the usefulness of this method of solu-
tion. In the first of these examples the loadings over the given 
plan forms are assumed to be' constant. The results obtained, for 
such cases appear at first to be somewhat academic since undesirable 
twist and camber occur over portions of the resultant surfaces. 
From the constantly loaded, surfaces, however, it is possible to 
develop surfaces having arbitrary load distributions. Imposing the 
condition that the final lifting surface shall be a flat plate leads 
to the solution of an inte'a.l equation in every case considered. 
The results obtained, for some of the plan forms considered, have 
been developed elsewhere but npt with the unification of method 
attained here. New onfigurations are also included among the 
examples given. The methods shown are applicable to a large class 
of unsolved problems of iaediate interest. 

LIST OF S4BOLS 

(In order of their app'earance) 

velocity potential 

x, y, z	 Cartesia.n coordinates 

a,	 local velocity of sound 

, ,	 variable representing either the acceleration potential, 
the velocity potential, or any of the three perturba-
tion velocity components 

M	 free-stream Mach numbers 

X, Y, Z	 transformed coordinates (See equation (3). 

S	 surface enclosing volume V 

V	 volume
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n1 , n2 , n3 d.irect!on cosines of noiia1s to surface S 

v,, v2 , v3 direction cosines of conormal v to surface S 

1	 surface on which boundary onditions are given 

P(X,Y,Z)	 poInt at which value of ç is .td be d.etermned. 

r	 Mach forehone from point P(xY,z) 

X	 surface cutting axle of foreconé r norrrlly 

IC	 cylinder enclosing axis of forecone r 

u,v,w	 perturbation velocitIes in direction of X-, Y-, and. Z-xes, 
respectively 

cp	 acceleratIon potential 

value of acceleration ootontial on upper side -of 
lifting surface	 -. 

p 1	 value of acceleration potential on lower side of 
lifting surface 

p0	 density in the frec stream 

p1	 static pressure on lower side of lifting surface, 

Pu	 static pressure on uivper side of liftIng surface 

C0	 constant value of discontinuity In p over uniformly 
loaded. lifting surface 

V0	 free-stream velocity 

Mach ang) 6f thé fëe treannp. =sin-1 -J-- - 

b	 span of wing 

c	 chord of wing 

conical fl coordinate (See equations (27) and (30).) 

angle measured from Xxis

I 
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Cl)
	

1	 x 

0
	

13 tan 5 

angle of attack, radians 

pressure differential 

C].
	 free—stream dynamic pressure (.p0V02) 

c (e)
	

load distribution 

L
	

lift of wihg 

so	 area of wing 

CL
	 lift coefficient (L/qS0) 

A
	 aspect ratio (b2/S0) 

Sn (u,k), 

cn (u,k),	 Jacobi's elliptic function.s of argument u and modulus k 
cm (u,k) 

F(u,k)	 incomplete elliptic integral of first kind with argument 
u	 and modulus	 k	 - 

K,K' complete elliptic integrals of first kind with modulus 

k	 and	 respectively 

E. (u,k) incomplete elliptic integral of second kind with 
argument u and modulus k 

complete elliptic integrals Of second kind with modulus 

k	 and /1—k2 , respectively 

fl (u,') incompletoelliptic integral of third kind with argument 
u,	 parameter	 7,	 and modulus	 Ic 

€ (u) Jacobi's theta function 

vertex angle of tringu1ar wing 

A angle Of sideslip 

Hi. , H2 functions introduced in equations (105) and.' (106)
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THEORY 

Linearization of Differential Equation for Conipressthle Flow 

The quasi—linear (i.e., linear in the derivates f highest order) 
differential e quation for the velocity potential 	 in the case of 
compressible fluid flor in three dimensions, is expróssible in the 
form

(1) 
a2	 a' 

where a represents tha local vblobity of sbund in the medium and 
Cartesian coordinates are used. Under the o..ssunptions of small 
perturbation theory . (references 1 and. 2), this e quation is modified. 
so that it is linear in form and consen4ently mo'e amenable to 
mathematical analysis. Denoting by the variable 	 either the 
acceleration potential, the velocity potential, or any of the three 
perturbation velocity components, the linearized expression for 
eauat!on (1) is	 . 

(i - M2)	 +	 +	 = 0	 (2) 

where M is the Mach number of the free stream and. thus equal to 
the ratio of free—stream- velocity and the corresponding speed of 
sound.	 .	 . 

By means of the ciTinc transformation 

X=x 

Y =/±(i - M) y	 ( 3) 

z	 J±'(l - I2) z
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equation (2) can be put into standard. forms. (The term affine refers 
to an arbitrary linear transformation of coordinates.) Thus, wiaen 
M<l the plus signs are chosen in the radicals of equation (3) and 
equatIon (2) bemes 

	

2n +	 (li) 

while for N >1 the minus signs are used and, as a consequence, 

	

cxx—	 (5) 

For the case of subsonic flow (M<l) the linearized equation is 
thereby reduced to the well knownLaplace equation in three—
dimensions. Similarly, in supersonic flow (M >l) equation (2) Is 
again reduced to classical type with the replacement of the space 
coordinate X by a time variable T to give the	 imensional 
wave equation of mathematical physics. The liiearIzation of the 
general differential equation for compressible fluid flow therefore 
makes available, in both subsonic and supersonic studIes, the results 
of the extensive work carried out in previous research on problems 
related to equations (I-)and. (5). 

Application of Green's Theorem to Linearized. 
Compressible Flow Equation 

Methods of solution for partial differential equations of the 
type considered here may be classified. into two principal categories: 
methods which expres the solutions in terms of orthogonal functions 
and methods which are based on the use of Green's theorem. .Volterra's 
solution, discussions of which may be found In references 3, 	 and 5, 
applies the latter approach to the twdimensIonal wave euation and, 
as a consequence, his results may be adapted to the study of super-
sonic flow and specific solutions of equation (5). Let 

L(c2)	 -	 - 

The analytic fOrm of Green's theorem for equation (5), relatIng 
a volume Integral over the region V to a surface Integral ove the 
surface. S enclosing V,. may be written in the form 

	

fjrffeL()	 L()]dV	 - Da]dS
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where ,	 are any two functions.which, together with their first 
and. second derivatives, are finite and single valued throughout the 
region considered., and 

= i	 - ne 

where n1 , n2 , n are direction cosines of normals to the surface S. 

The expression foi	 is of course, a directional derivative. 
The corresponding term appearing in Green's theorem for Laplace's 
differential eQuation (incnpressible fluid flow) is precisely the 
directional derivative along the normal to the surface S. The 
analogy between the two terms prompts the introduction of the 
scalled conornal to S with direction cosines V 1 , V2 , V3 

defined, as

Vi= -n,, V2=r 2 , V3=fl3 

The geometrical connection between the normal and the conormal is 
indicated in figin'e 1; the angles beteen the lines and the Y— and 
Z•xos remain res pectively qual,Thile the angles between the lines 
and the X—axis are supplementary. It follows, in particular, that 
if the surface S is the XY plane the two lines are coincident; 
if S is a cone with semivertex. angle equal to 1I50 and axis parallel 
to the X—axis,then the conornal at any point lies along the surface S. 

It is now oseible to write

(6) 
z	 v 

and the surface—volume relation becaes 

[Jj[aL(c)	 L]	 -	 () - 

If	 and c are chosen so as to satisfy equation (5)
throughout the region V, then equation (7) reduces to the form 

rr 
J]dS =Jj 	 dS	 (8)
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The form of equation (8) is a d.Irect analogue to results obtainable 
for functions satisfying Laplace's equation. (See, for instance, 
reference 6, page 14.6.) The use of the conormal produces this 
symbolic equivalence. 

Volterra's Method for Three-DImensiona1 Wave Eq.ution 

Consider now a surface	 which, f or the purposes of this roport, 
may be thought of as being coincident with the XY plane and parallel 
to the air flow which is in the direction of the positive X—axis. 	 o
such surfaces are reoresented. by the darkened areas in figure 2. It 
is desired to determine the value of 	 at the point ?(X,Y,z) fr 
a knowledge of the boundary conditions given on r. The solution to 
such a problem is iiiediate1y suggested by equation (8) since that 

equation requires only the knowledge of ,ç and.	 along a surface 

enclosing a given volume, together wibh the knowledge of some 
particular solution a to the wave equation valid everywhere within 
the enclosed volume. Further, it is physically evident that in order 
that it contribute to the solution the enclosed volume should be 
within the forecone from the point P and. also within th envelopes 
of the aftercones from the foremost disturbances from P. Referring 
to figure 2(a), this would mean the volume bounded by the forec one r 
and the wedge X springing from the leading edge of -r; and. In figure 
2(b), the voluae bourdéd. by the forec one r and. the aftercone X 
springing from the apex of the surface T where In each case T 
represents the portion of the disturbance region affecting the value 
of	 at P. Since for th boundary value problems Involved. the 
surface r remains in the XY plane, equation (8) must be applied to 
all three surfaces ? r, and T. 

Since there is no way of determining fl and.	 . along ,F the 

attempted solution must fail unless the partIcular solution a and. 
Its derivative with respect to the conormal vanish everywhere on r. 
But this Is in fact the essential part of Volterra's method of 
solution. Thus the proper choice of a is 

x_x1 
a = arc cosh __________ 

J(y_y1)2+(z1)2 
(This relation, incidentally, Is the indefinite Integl of the 
fundamental solution representing a supersonIc source in three

2	 2	 2 )je d.j.mensions ((X_ 1 ) — (Y—Y1 ) — (Z—Z1)]	 .) The value of a is 
equal to zero on the forecone r since the equation of this cone Is 

(x_X1)2_(Y_Y1)2._(z_z1)2 = 0
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and. further, since the conormal 1 always directed along the forocone, 

is the gradient of	 along r ar1d Is also zero. 

Equation (8) now provIdes an equality for the distributIon of 

and.	 over X and. r provided. ( and a satisfy eouatlon (5) 

throughout the enclosed voiwne ientIonc&. However, althoih a 
satisf1e equation (5) everywhere in the enclosed volume opposite 
from P — under the XY Diane In figure 2 — along the lIne 
(yy1 ) 2+(zz1 ) 2 = 0 - above the XY plane In figure 2 - a is 
infinite and does not satisfy equation (5). IC this line is excluded 
by means of a cylInder K of radius €, with axis lying alDng the 
line (Y—Y1)2^(z—z1)2=o, then equatIon (8) may be applied o the 
region outside IC and. yet withIi the space bounded by ).. ,-, and. I. 
In fact equation (8) can then be written 

/,	 ( ) — - a	 JdS=O	 (9) 
Jj r+ic+?'. \	 V	 V / 

where r 1 is the portior of r oouncuing the region of integration. 
If R J (Y—Y1)2^(Z.-Z1)2 and. cylindrIcal coordinates €,	 . and. 
(x—X1 ) are ueed., an element of area on the cylinder K is 
dS =—d.d(X—X1), whIle

==_	 (X—Xi) 
v	 P.	

€ (x—x 1 ) 2_ 2 

so that

urn	 ,. i'p /	 .s 

,-- -. 

€	 K 

- Urn	 rr' €^2(X_X1)d.4rd(X..-X1) 	 lIm	 /.Ca	 cosh("X1) dr6.(X—X) -	 I /	
J J UV	 € 

-? 0 JJK	 ./(x_.x1 )2 —	 o 

- rr	 r urn	 ?n 7' 
=1/	 -cdrdX---	 -jin	 jEcI'41d(X—X1) 
JjK	 o dV	 / 

= - 2rL	 .,Y,z)	 (10) 

Appling this result to equation (9) gives
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X	
( —2ir r ci(,Y,z) d = II	 - 

	

.Jxx	 .J.J1-1•+ 

and., differentiating equation (II) with re 

ci--ci(x,Y,z) =_-_ff	
/ 

+?\ v

	

ci \\	
(U) -- dS 

spect to X, yields 

-	 dS	 (12) 
vj 

Procedure for Lifting Surfaces and Symmetric WIngs 

Shen the region considered is that bounded by the surface T, 

r, and X', the portion of X on the opposite side of T from the 
point P, then	 is finite throughout the region and, as a direct 
consequence of equation (9) 

Pr	
.(n'_ a	 (13) 

	

0 = - 2
	 IJT 1 +	 V' } 

where ci' is the value of the potential function on the side of r 
opposite P and v' is in the opposite direction to V. 
Combining equations (12) and (13) gives 

ci	 1 1 r (+_ adS--T[ ci(x,Y,z) 
= 2XJIT1	 \v	 V')	 2 XJJT, 

___i._i T/(2_.Q"dS	 1 i ir (
	 ci' '\ 

	

2r X JJ \	 -	
ci'	 -	 -- )dS 

The integrations over r are now in a form which may be inter-
preted directly in terms of knorn conditions over bodies with constant 
load or symmetrical section. The integration over X and )t can 
be handled by discussing the two cases shown in figure 2. If the 
lea&in edge Is swept ahead of the Mach cone, as in figure 2(a), the 
value of ci across the wedge springing from the leading edge is 
discontinuous, being zero immediately ahead of the wedge and a constant 
immediately behind it. It turns out, however, that in such cases the 
integration over X just cancels th integration over X' provided 
only that the constants are equal and opposite above and below the 
wing. If the leading edge is swept behind the leading edge as in 
figure 2(b) the value of u, v and w are all zero on the cone 
(i.e., continuous through the cone) and consequently, if ci 

•' 
represents one of these perturbation velocities, c, ci' 2L,	 are 

V	 V' 
all zero on X. Thus in either case there results the equation: 

ci(x,y,z) =--i rf(	 (ci—ci') -dS (l1) 
2t	 J 1-i 	 v	 2ir xL T1 

The counterpart of this equation for incompressible fluid flow is given 
On page 60 of reference 6.
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Under the particular conditions for which 

	

-	 (15) 
vT 

over the surface T equation (1 1. ) becomes 

(x,Y,z) = - L.	 7) (ci—') fL s	 (16) 
2ir •iXjj7	 dV 

The restrlclions imposed in eqiaton (17) can be given physical 
signIficance after the functions , fl' and. the surface r have been 
given specific meani:n.gs. Consider iirst the case where ¶ is a 
lifting surface. Obviously the norm-al induced velocity w Is a

	

continuous function across T If	 and. c' are velocity potentials 
associated. with the liftin p surface, 

w(X,Y,Z)	 w t (X,Y,z) = - = -
3v1 

and. equation (15) is satisfied. If ç denotes acceleration potential 
or perturbation velocity u, it is necessary to show that on the 
lifting surface

	

-	 ut 

This relation holds, however, for since w(X,Y,Z) = w'(X,Y,Z) along 
it fb1low that

x	 :ixt 

and. from the cond-ition of irrotationailty It Is possible to express 
the gradient of w in the XirectIon as the gradient of ü nomàl 
to the surface, that Is, in the directIons of V and. V'. Equation 
(16) is thus applicable directly to lifting surface theory in 
conjunction with either velocity or acceleration potentials. AppIice 
tion can also be made to the determination of pressure distrIbution 
over the surface of a smmaetric airfoil at zero angle of attack. In 

	

this so—called nonlifting case the function 	 is set equal to the
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induced velocity W, i- is the plane of synetry of the airfoil, 
and. equation (16) can be used to establish the boundary conditions 
provided equation (15) is satisfied. For this to be so w/v must 
equal _w'/3V'. But conditions of symmetry give w(Z) = 
from which the equality is seen to hold. 

Petransformation of Coordinates 

Since

=arccosh _________ 
/(yy1)2 + (z—z)2 

direct substitution into equation (16) gives 

(ci_') (x—x1) (z—z 1 ) &X1d.Y1 
(x, y,z) = - -

	

	 _____________________ 
f'T1 [(y-y1)2±(z1)21 /(x)2(yy)2(z)2 2Tr X 

This solution applies to equation (5) and, in order to relste 
problems to the linearized equation (2), it is necessary to use 
the transformation of equations (3). If the point X 1 , Y1 , Z1 
transforms to the point x1, y ,, z 1 , it follows that 

jr	
(c—ci') (x-.-x1)(z—z1) dx1 dy1 

n(x,y,z) = - -	 __________________________ 
)2 2t	

1 [(y- y	 +(z.z1)2)	 x—x1)2-32[(y—y1)2+(z—z1)] 

(17) 

where

=	 —1
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APPLICATIONS 

General Remarks 

Applications in lifting surface theory may proceed. along two 
possible lines depending upon the boundary conditions specified. In 
what is usually referred. to as the direct problem the loading is 
given over the wing and the potential function of the flow field. is 
calculated. From the potential function the shape of the aerod3mamic 
surface supportin this load. can be found relatively easily. The 
inverse problem concerns itself with the determination of the loading 
over a wing surface from a knowledge of the surface shape. In the 
following sections both of these problems will be considered.. The 
direct problem will be discussed for various plan forms, the analysis 
proceeding directly from the expression for the potential function 
given in equation (17). The detailed. .dicussion of the direct 
problem is justified by its application to the inverse problem where 
the loading over flat plates with rectangular, trapezoidal, and 
triangular plan forms is determined.. The mathematics of the inverse 
problem is less straight foiard since the analysis involves the 
introduction of elemental lifi4ng surfaces with constant loading 
and. the solution of an integral e quation, for each plan form. The 
cases considered are, however, of particular interest since the flat 
plate loading represents in thin airfoil theory the additional 
loading due to angle of attack which is associated with the 
particular plan fbrm. 

Uniformly Loaded. Lifting urfaces in Supersonic Flow 

Infinite span wing.— In order to determine the induced. velocitIes 
on the surface of an infinite, span, uniformly loaded., supersonic 
lifting surface by ilisans of the methods derived in the preceding 
section it is convenient to set 	 equal to the acceleration 
potential p (reference 2). The lifting surface is, in this case, 
a surface of discontinuity for the function q) and. corresponds to 
the surface	 in equation (17)	 The discontinuity in the value 
'of cp between the upper and. lower surface is eo.ul to	 -. 

- p)	 (P7 - 

where 

p0	 density in the free stream
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static pressure on lower surface 

static pressure on upper surface 

It follows that for the uniformly loaded wing in the plane 
z 1=0 the discontinuity: in the acceleration potential is a constant, 
say C0 . From equation (17)

C0(x.-x1) z dx1 dy1	
(18) 

1 ________________ 
(x,y,z) = - -	

(y_y1)2±z2)_x1)2_(yy1)2+z2]  

A sketch of the airfoil 1an form is given in figure 3 and two 
possible regions of integration are indicated. In all cases the 
integration with respect to y is performed between the limits at 
which the radical

J(x—x1 ) 2—f32 [ (y-.y1)2+z2] 

vanishes while the integration with respect to x depends upon the 
mauner in which the forecone of the ooint P intersects the discon-
tinuity surface. Denoting the chord length of the airfoil by c, 
the following relations are obtained: 

= 0	 when xj3z< 0 

cp = ±.0 0 when 0<x3z<c	 (19) 

= 0	 when c<x±3z 

(When double signs are used, the upper sign refers always to the case 
where z >0 and the lower sign corresponds to z<0.) 

The value of the acceleration potential is thus seen to be zero 
at all points in space except for those points lying within the 
region between the wedges extending back from the leading and trailing 
edges of the airfoil. 

It is now possible to determine the induced velocities associated
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with the acceleration potential just obtained. Since, in linar 
perturbation theory (reference 2) 

•	 I	 E=V !	 (20 0	 '	 0	 '	 0 •ox	 x	 y 

where u, v, w re respectively the x,'y,.z components of the 
perturbation velocities, it follows that 

u=—_cp 
IT0 

px 

	

V = - /	 cp ('i.y, z dx1	 (21) 
V0 

	

w = -_ [	 L p (x1,yz)dx1 
ozj V 

Th& induced velocities for the infinite span airfoil result 
immediately from equations (19) and (21). If the upper sign of a 
double sign..is again referred to the z>O case, the results may be 
written in the form

Co 
U =

2V0 

	

v = 0	 .for0<x;3z<c	 (22) 

- --	 2V	 -, 

SInce the vertical induced velocities are constant, it follows that 
the supersonic airfoil of infinite aspect ratio and uniform load 
distribution is a flat plate. The relations beeen this loading 
and angle of attack will 'be considered later. 

Lifting surface with rectangular plan form.— The complete
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discussion of the supersOnic lifting surface with uniform load.ing 
and. rectangular plan form is lengthened. considerably by the fact 
that in calculating the acceleration potential at the point P 
with coordinates x, y, z it is necessary to distinguish between 
several regions in space in which the point may be located.. These 
regions arise from consideration of the manner in which the fore .- - 
cone of. the point P cuts the surface of discontinuity. The value 
of cp can be foun. with approximately equal facility in each of 
these regions but, since this paper is concerned. primarily with 
effects on the surface of the airfoil, the solutions for pertinent 
regions onlywill be given here. 

Figure shows the rectangular plan 'orm LL 1 T'T together with 
the coordinate system to be used. The dimensions of the wing are 
chosen so that the Mach cones extending back from the leading edge 
will not intersect within the boundaries of the wing. This restric-
tion, which is not necessary but merely simplifies the analysis, 
Implies that if b Is the span of the wing and c the chord. length, 
then

tant=	 1	 <b.	 (23) 
v'M2_l	 2c 

where i = arc sin	 is the so—called. Mach angle of the stream and.

equal to the semivertex angles of the Mach cones. 

The loading over the rectangular plan form is to be uriiform,so 

the expression	 —<c is set equal to C for —by 1 b and 

Ox1 c. The acceleration potential, expressed as a function of 
x, y, z, is thus obtainable from equation (17) and. the limits of 
integration must be determined. from the,position of P. From reasons 
of symmetry, only ,the portion of space from which y> 0 need. be 
considered. Once the acceleration potential has been calculated., 
equations (21) may. be used. to calculate induced. velocities. The 
results of such calculations are given and the same convention for 
double signs is used.. 	 .	 . 

Beion I: Behind the leading—edge wedge, ahead. of the trailing—
edge wedge and. bound.ed laterally by the inner sid.o of the two-tip 
Mach oones, The results in t1tis region correspohd. to results 
obtained. for the infinite span airfoil.
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Thus

= ±Co 

:	 (2k) 

-
2V0 

Begion 12: Within the Mach cone coming from the leading—edge 
tip but outside the Mach cone from the trailing-edge tip. The 
integral of equation (17) must be broken into two parts. Denoting 
the integrand in the equation by the symbol I, 

1	
Y2 

dxi] Idy1 +/ dx1 [ Ny1 	 (25)cp(x,y,z) 
= - LJo 

where

= y -	 J(x_x1)2_2z2	 = X - A/(y_. b)2+z2 

= y +	 /(X_X1)2_22	 X2 = x3z 

After integration of equation (25) and application of equations (21) 

ci	 x(y-b) 
cp=-2-' ±—-arc an - _____________ 

2it 1	 2	 •Z A/X2_32 [(y- ii.b)2+zi 

C0 	 x (y_--b) 
u=-	 ±--arc tan	 _____________ 

2V0 L 2	 Z j2_2 [ (y_ b)2^z2 

C	 —z	 -	 (26) 
V 

=	 "I X-.[ (	 ib)2+z2] 
2iV0 (y_ 3b)2+z2	 2 

Co	 rc tan	 2 

2Vo 	 22 [(y_ b)2+z2 I 

+	 (y-_)	 Jx2_2[ (y_ b) 2 +z2 ] I 
(y_ .b)2+z2
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As a partial check on the expression for 	 in equation (26) 
It can be seen that in the limit as z —4 0 the value of q) 
agrees with the result given in equation (2 1 ) on the wing while the 
value Is zero off the wing. 

The values of vertical Induced, velocity in the plane z 0 are 
of particular interest since from a knowledge of the distribution of 
w the surface shape and. local angle of attack correspothlng to the 
Imposed. load, distribution can be determined.. The expressions for w 
for uniform loading will be particularly useful later when the load. 
distribution is modified in order to obtain airfoils with specified 
Induced, velocities. Introducing the notation 

	

= (y_b)3	
(27) 

x 

the following reults are obtained. for the area covered 'by the tip 
cone:

(a) For x<c and. —l< <+1 

c0 l 	 I	 r 

wz0 = 2V0 - - + ______ + 
arc sin	 (28) 

For later reference it is desirable to have 	 given in. 
integral form. These expressions are 

0<<l w0 =	 r1 
l_2

dr 
21tV0 J+i. 	 'ii

_____	 (29) 
,	 r 

—1 <i< 0 w,0=
2V0 \ J_ 

Eq.tions (28) and (29) indicate that the flr over the tip 
portion of the airfoil is of the type referred. to as onical flow."' 
For this type of flow the values of Induced. d.ownwash, aerodynamIc 
loading, etc.,are functions merely of the angle 	 Busemann 
(reference 7), Stewart (reference 8) and Lagerstrom (reference 9) 
have develeped analyses for certain plan forms which are postulated
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on the existence of thIs type of solution and. it appears that the 
theory can be shortened by such an approach. The chief value of the 
present method is most likely to be api,reciated when no such assum-
tions can be made. 

TiTh of sweot-forward lifting surface.- Consider the tip of a 
swept-forward supersonic lifting surface with uniform loading (fig. 5), 
the angle	 between the leading edge and the X.-axis and. the angle 

between the trailingedge and the Xxis both being less than the 
free_stream Mach angle i. In carrying out an analysis it is neces-
sary to distinguish between the type where the tip boundaries are 
behind the Mach cones and the type whre the tip boundaries are 
ahead. The analyses of these two cases are of equivalent complexity, 
hever, and can be handled with equal facility by the methods of 
this report. For all surfaces whose leading edges form an apex, 
only the case where the wing bounaries are. behind. the Mach cone will 
be considered. A Cartesian coordinate system is chosen as shown so 
that the origin lies at the vertex, the positive Xxis extending 
downstream, the Y-axis extending laterally, and. the Z-axis being 
directed. normal to the plane of the plan form and to the free-stream 
direction. The equations of the sides of the lifting surface are 

y= 0 

y - x tan	 = -	 x 
and.

y = -(x-c) tan	 = -	 (x-c) 

The calculation of cp(x,y,z) again must be divided into several 
cases depending upon the location of the point P(x,y,z) and. again only 
solutions pertinent to the conditions on the lifting surface Itself will 
be given. In the results listed below are included. the genei'al for of 
the integral for the acceleration potential cp(x,y,z) and. the explIcit 
expressions for p(x,y,z). The induced. vlocItie g , however, are given 
only in the plane z=0, as the integration to obtalna general 
expression is difficult. The velocities in the z=0 plane, which are 
sufficient for the purpose of this investigation, can be obtained from 
a simpler integration since, for the Interl iriold., 

urn 
—>0 ] I(x,y,z) dx =fI(x,Y,o) dx 

This simplification was used in the analysis of most of the lifting 
surfaces investigated. As before, It is assumed that the discontinuity
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in p Is equal to C0 . Moreover, the expressions for Wz0 are 
given in terms of the variables 	 and w where 

=	 and a = 1	 (30) 

In this manner the solution Is shown to be conical in the region ahead 
of the traIling—tip Mach cone (fig. 5). For points behind this Mach 
cone the flow is not conical but a function of both v and 

Region I: Inside the leading—tip Mach cone and. ahead. of the 
plane y + (o/) x = 0 wIth y <0. From equation (17) 

Y2 

	

(x,y,z) = - -	 J dx	 Id.y1 +J	 ciJ	 1dy1] 
[X2	 rO	 1X1	 p 

x	 x2	 Y1.

where

Y1=—.Qx 

2 =y_(x_x1)2_2 

(x+e0y)— ,/ (jr+	 )2+2 (1-e02) 
xl =

1— e 2 
0 

x2 x - t3Jy2+z2 

After integration

	

2e0 	 2 

arc tan	 ___________+ arc tan 	 __________	 (32) 
C0	 _____________	 xy+x -- - z 0, 

[	 z	 2_2 (y2+z2 )	 z Al x2-2 (y2+z2)

In this region, —1< 

	

00 f300	 Al 

= - 2V0

(33) 

Co	 All_i12 1	 _i All_e,2	 _______ 
- - arc cosh - +	 arc cosh 

= 2V0 [	 (e) j 

(3')
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Region 12: Insld.e the leadiig-.ti p Mach cone, outside the 
trailing—tip Mach cone and between the planes y = 0 and 

y + (/) x = 0. Using the notation of equatIon (32) for X 1 , Y1, 
etc.,the acceleration potential is 

rX1 	 0	 0 
p(x,y,z)	 J_ ?_(j dxf Idy1 +	 dxif Idy1+	 dx11	 Idy.) 

2rc dx o	 1	 2	 Jy2 

where
	 (31.) 

Y3 .= y + • *J(x_xi)2_132z2 

x:z 

Integration yields

2 

	

-	 xe 
c0 r	 xy	 yr + ____ 

	

= - I - arc tan	 __________. + arc tan 
2it [	 z AI2_132 (y2+z2 )	 zJx2_!32 (y2+z2)

(35) 

For the region considered _< i<0 and In this case 

r TI 'J1_1i2 
= - .	 / 

2iV0 .L1 TI2h±o)
(36.) 

C0 	 i	 i	 _.	 .—e 2	 (i+eTI) 1 
= ____ ______ - - arc cosh .- + 	 arc cosa 

2rV0 L	 r	 (e0+li) 

-	 Region 13: Inside the leading—tip Mach cone, outside the trailing—



tip Mach chne and for values of y . greater thi zero. - It fo1ls that 

pX2	 p0 
(x,y, z) -	 F r	 dx1/	 Idy1 + /	 dx /	 Idy1]	 (37) 

2r	 Jy1	 Jx1	 •Jy2
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The integration yields 

r
—arc tan 

2n

L

x2e0	 2 
__________	 xy+	 —z80

________ + arc tan _________ 

Z .VX2...4,32 (y2+z2 )	 ZV'x2_132(y2+z2)
] 

(38) 

In this region, 0<r <1

—00 J300 r'ri, __________ 

	

27tV0 J'•	 12(fl1^e0)dh1 

=	 P1_2 -	

arc cosh + JlO0	 (i+e) 

1 

arc cosh - 

	

2ffVoL	
11	 (e^r) 

Region 14 : Inside both tip Mach cones and ahead of the plane 
y - (e/) (x—c) for y <0. The solution in this region is greatly 
simplified by use of the fact that for linear differenlial equations 
any algebraic sum of solutions will be another solution of the equa-
tion. Since the differential equation f or the acc1eration potential 
is linear, this property can be applied to obtain a solution for this 
section of the airfoil by subtracting from the ecoressions given for 
region 12 the expressions given for region I . except that in the 
latter region the variables are changed such that b replaces 5, 
and x—c replaces x. From this operation it follows: 

-	 arc tan	 ___________ arc tan	 x2!oz2 xy	 xy+ 
-	

L_	
z x2_2(y2+z2)	 Z_2(y2+z2)

(11.0) 

01 
(x—c) y	 (x—c)y+ .-_(x_c)2_I3eiz2l 

- arc tan _________________ 

(	 2_2 (y+z2)	 Z	 ()22 (y2+z2 )	 j 
wzO =	 r2 - - 

arc cosh - +	 arc cosh 
1	 —1	 /l0o2	 (l4e11) 

2irV0 [
	

0,	 (e+) 

-	 _2 +	
arc cosh	 -	 arc cosh	 1	 l 

11	 '\	 e^ / 

+ arc tan
z
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Lifting surface with trajpezojdal plan form,— The linear 
property of the differential equatIon nay be used to advantage in 
determining the flow about a trapezoidal lifting surface with 
uniform lift distribution, since the boundary conditions wIthIn the 
plan form of the airfoil are obviously satisfied when the accelera,-
tion potential for a triangular tip is subtracted from the potential 
for the rectangular surface. 

Suppose (fig. 6) the angle of rake of the trapezoid is 
and that 5r is less than the Mach angle i. The acceleratIon 
potential will be IdehtIcal, over the central portion of the surface, 
to that for the lifting surface of infinite as pect ratio. Over the 
parts of the surface which are blanketed by the tip Mach cones the 
flow will, however, be modified. Because of syetry the determIna-
tion of this modification need . only be carried out on one side of 
the figure. 

If the coordinate axes are chosen as shown in figure 6, the 
lateral boundary of the lifting surface is 

y = - x tan 5 = - 

It has been shorn that both the rectangular plan form and the 
triangular plan form experience corical typo flow over the region 
within the tip Mach cones. Thus, the varIable	 defined in 
equation (30) may be used. 

Region I: Inside the Mach cone 

edge tip and ahead of the piano y = 

of the wing), —.1< 

- c (	 r	 IT	 o 
- 2irV	 -	 __T

origInating at the leading—

x (i.e., on the surface 

('p2) 

c 0 I	 i	 ( i\ ,,Ji—e 2	 —(i^e rj) =	 I— - + arc tan ____ ^ - arc coshi— - 1—	 arc cosh 2nV0 L 2	 / J._r2	 G	 \ fl'1	 (oo+ri)
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Region 12: Inside the Mach cone originating at the leading-edge 

tip, outside the Mach cone originating at the trailing-edge tip, and 

between the planes y = 0 and. y=_j x, - e0<rvzO: 

c0 (	
pTl /l_ 2 d	 \\ 

wZ=0_,	 tt -7t--

'o \	 J_1	 111	 li

_____	 (I.3) 

C13 r	 1	 7 1 \ Ji-_e0 	 i^e 
=	 I - - + arc tan	 + - 'arc cosh f - - L	 arc cosh	 0 

2irV0L 2	 e0+1-1 

Swept-back lifting surface.- As another example of the way in 
which the linearity of the differential equation may be utilized. 
to obtain further solutions, the induced vertical velocities for a 
swept-back wing will be determined for the case in which the leading 
and trailing edges lie behind their respective Mach cones (fig. 7). 
The boundaries of the plan form shall be given by the equations 

e0.	 0 
y = _Wx, 

y=---(x-c),	 y=--(x-c) 

The flow will be conical ahead. of the trailing_edge Mach cone 
where the induced velocities can be expressed in terms of the 
variable q. Behind. the trailing-edge Mach cone the flow will not be 

conical but will be eressible in terms of the variables 	 and 
C 

Consider first the region of conical flow. In order to determine 
Vz0 for a given value of i it is possible to consider separately 

the induced effects reduced by each half of the surface. But in 
this region ahead of t1e trailing-edge Mach cone, the induced 
velocities arising from one half of the surface are given by the 
formula for a similar region on the swept-forward surface. For 
reasons of symietry the results for the entire swept-back lifting
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surface need only be given for values of r within the limits 
- l<rj<O. 

In the region where the flaw is not conical the solution will 
be built up of a combination of solutions obtained frorti the regions 
of conical flow. 

Region-I1 : Inside the leading-edge Mach cone, outside the 
0 

trailing-dge Mach cone and ahead of the plane y = -	 x. Fri 

equation (39) the value of v_0 resulting fran the induced, effects 
of the lefhand. portion of the triangle can be determined and fr 
ecuation (33) the induced effect produced by the righ-hand part of 
the triangle is given provided the sign of r is changed. Combining 
these two result, it follows that 

W=0-2'Q- r_ .-. arc coch	 + j3_0o2 (arc cosh	 + arc cash	 )1 2TrV0 L	 00	 eQ+	
oo—.n 

C	 ( 2	 .Ji-e 2 
=	 --arc cosh.i+	 arc cosh	 )	 (1.) 
2T0 \ 8	 e02.-T12 / 

Region 12: Inside the leading-edge Mach cone, outside the 

trailing—edge Mach cone, and betwe€n tile planes y =—Q x and y = 0 

In the same manner as in the preceding case equations (39) and (36) 
can be combined to give this solution. Thus: 

C0 1 2	 —o 2 r
	 (+ 

=	 --arc cosh—+	 arc cash	 +arc cosh-t 
z=0 2irV0 L	 r1	 L 

C	 (2	 -1	 _32	 20 2.2 
=	 - arc cosh	 ±	 arc cash	 () 2tV0 'Oo	 fl2.002 J 

The integral expression for w_ in this conical region, both 
on and. off the surface, reduces to the same equation which is 

t3C000	 V5ii2	 2	
().6) 

2V0 Li -	 eo2l]12
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region 1 3: Inside both Mach cones and ahead of the plane 

y = -	 (x—c). The solution in this region can be produced. by 

subtracting from the value of wZO given for region 12 the value 

Oi - wZQ given for region I except that in the latter case 

is replaced by , and x by (x—c). Thus, for this region, 

= C3 1-2	 —1 /1_e 2	 2-0o2--T12 
h	 +	 arc cosh ____ - arc cos 

z=O 2TrV0 L00 	 00 

±	 arc cosh - - 
42 

arc cosh 
(2_02)ui2 ] 

01	 11	 el	 e022_T2 

Although the uniformly loaded lifting surface was the only 
prescribed loading analyzed, it should. be noted. that the basic 
integration leading to a solution of this type of problem (equa-
tion 7)) is j no way restricted. to a uniform load.. Arbitrary 
load.ings that may Or may not be analytic functions of x and. y 
can be specified and the problem therefore becomes one of 
technique in integration. The solutions for the uniformly loaded. 
surfaces, however, are paricularly useful. By methods of 
superposition these solutions can be used. to obtain the surface 
loading for specified plan forms (the inverse problem) as will be 
illustrated in the following section. 

Load. Distributions on Fiat—Plate Lifting Surfaces in 
Supersonic Flow 

Infinite span wing.— Since the vertical inducedL velocity is 

constant f or the supersonic airfoil of infinite aspect ratio (equa-
tion (22)) and. uniform load. it follows that the airfoil is a flat 
plate. This property distinguishes the infinite aspect ratio 
problem from all other plan forms considered., for the load 
distribution must be modif led. in . the latter cases so that twist 
and ccmber are removed from the wing to obtain a flat plate. 

Denoting the angle of attack of the airfoil by a, 

Co	 (ii.8) 
V0 2V0
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Moreover,

=	 (-) = pC0 

and, setting

jPu	 D 

.p0V02	 c 

it follows that

Lxi) - 2C0 

! V02 

Elinii.nating C 0 between equations (li-8) and. (1#9) 

. p _ 	 Jki 

q	 A/M2.-a. 

The result given in equation (50) is the well—known Ackeret expression 
developed in reference 10. The derivation here follows the approach 
of Prandtl (reference 2). 

Rectangular plan form.— Since the vertical induced velocity 

for the uniformly.loaded. suoersonic airfoil of rectangular plan 
form is not constant over the nortion of the wing covered by he 
tip Mach cones, it is necessary to modify the load distribution 
within this region in order to get a flat plate. The determination 
of the required load distribution will be shown to depend on the 
solution of an integral equation and subsequent problems dealing 
with other plan forms will, from a mathematical standpoint, be 
similar in form. 

• The rectangular plan form will be thought of as being built 
of superimposed trapezoidal lifting surfaces with variable angles 
of rake (fig. 8), each trapezoidal surface having a constant load 
distribution but with loading allowed to vary with the variable 
rake angle 5 .	 - 

Since the flow over the part of he airfoil within the Mach 
cone is conical, it is possible to exnress w 0 as a function 
of	 where

27 

(i.9) 

(50) 

x
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Setting

3 tan = e 

and. usin€ equations (11.2) and. (11.3) 

2V0w()o f.O=1 C
? (e) (_ff_f 

J1_i 12 d1 )

	 (51) 
e=o	 —3.	 111	 y1+e 

where c'(e) = p_.q for the single trapezoidal surface with rake 
angle E. 

The solution of the problem. depends on the determination of a 
function c'(e) which,. when substituted. in equation (i), will 

yield. a censtant value of w_o(fl); that is, a value of 
Independent of the variable r • Imposing the condition that 

i7Q=O 

the problem resolves Itself into one of solving the equation 

	

o = f°'cT(e)def	 1_? d1 

di'i e=o	 J._i	 r1	 1+e 

Introducing the notation 

h1	 /l_ 2 d1 = 
G1(,e) 

•	 1h. 

the integral eouation may be written in the form 

urn r d. O=—T—E	 a 
dO + - I	 ct(o)G1(e)ae] ° =-°l-[	 ., (e);1(ri,e) 	

d] 
'0=0 

where he singularity in the Integrand nece8sitates the use of the 
Infinitesimal €.	 .king the derivative, 

	

ii r	
c'(e)e + r' 

	

€—>0L	 € 

0=
3fl 

+ C'(—+c)G3.(,—+€) ]
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It is obvious from equations (11-2) and. (11.3) that, if c'(e) is a 
continuous function, 

lini	 1 
€ —> o[?(_€) G1(,--€)+C'(--+€) G1(,-n+€ )	 0 

Hence

o = V1_ii2[ . ct(e)cle	
(52) 

fli J0 

and. the solution can be written in the form 

r' ct(e) - ______ 

-__ 

where C 1 is a constant to be determined later. Substituting from 
equation (53) into satiation (51) 

2itVow(Ti)_o - 

_______ -

pl_______ P 1	 dO	 1-.Ti2
th1	 (54) 

o

______ 
e(i) 1	 -G)i	 (+e) o	 ie

	

The region of integration in the 	 plane for the double 
integral of equation (511-) is shn as the cross-hatched area of 
figure 9, a singularity in the integrand occurring along the line 
6 = -r • Rewriting the equation arid reversing the order of integra-
tion in the double integral,

1	 r1 '1_	 dO 2V0w()0 =	
2 arc sIn 6 I co± 	 Ill	 •'l	 (1i+6)6(1-13C1

r'1	 do 
1	 _____ 
j-_1, 4	 (q1+e) v?i-.e)

(53) 
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By means of the substitution 

0 = z2 ,	 = —p2 

the bracketed. expression in this equation can be shown to vanish 
for all values of' n i between zero and. —1 so that, finally, 

1 
—C1f3	 '- 1	 —C1f3ir =	 2it arc sin .Ie 

2itV0	 J= 2V	 (55) 

Since the trapezoidal lifting surfaces are superimposed, the 
loading c(e) over the resultant rectangular plan fora satisfies 
the relation

d.C(e)	 t(9) =	 Ci 

dO 

Imposing the condition that 0(e) 0 at 0 = 0, it fpllows that 

c(e)	 2 C 1 arc sin,/	 (56) 

This equation gives the incremental change of acceleration potential 
between the upper and. lower lifting surface of the rectangular wing. 
As a result the.increment in pressure is 

P2	 Pu = Po	
2p0 Ci arc sir' 

Expressing the pressure difference in nondimensional ternis, 

p 2—pit = ip	 11.01	 (57) - = - arc s 
p0v02 q. 	 V02 

The constant C 1 may be eliminated between equations (55) and (57) 
and as a consequence

Wz_O 8 - = - ____ - arc sin'/O
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Since the angle of attack	 of the airfoil is by definition equal 

Wz=0 
to	 , the final expression f or the loading, in coefficient 

V0 

form, over the outer portions of the rectangular wing is 

p8cL
arc sin	 (58) 

s	 ltA/iiZi 

The general approach used to obtain this result is similar to that 
used. bySchlichting (reference ii). The error inSchlichting'Sfinal 
result has been noted. by Busemann and others. 

Lift coefficient C1 for an arbitrary wing is defined. by the 
relation

L	 1 'rzp. 
CT = .._..._-=—; j—aS 	 59 

S0q SoJJ q 

where 

L	 total lift of the wing 

dS	 element of area on the wing 

S0	 total area of wing 

For the rectangular wing the. values of Ap/q. over the tip 
and center sections are given by equations (58) and. (50). As a 
result of this integration 

CL__(3)	 (60) 

where A is the aspect ratio and by definition equal to the rabio of 
the square of the span and. the wing area. As a final conclusion the 

	

lift curve slope of the wfng is 	 - - 

dCL	 II 

-( -)	

(61) 

frapezoidal plan form.– The resuIi;s given in equations (58) and 

(61) are capable of generalization to the case of the flat plate 
having trapezoidal plan form and with rake angle 	 less than the
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Mach angle of the stream. 'or such a configuration the airfoil is 
again blanketed in part by the tip Mach cones and the loading in 
this outer section of the arf oil must be adjusted. properly .to give 
constant induced vertical velocity. Superposition of trapezoidal 
lifting surfaces with loadings varying with rake angle	 can
again be used. and. the conical nature of the flow employed. Setting 

1l = Y/X 

0 =	 tan ' 

= 3. tan 

equations ( 4.2) and (11.3) give the expression 

	

2TVow(r)_O 

= 

e=i c
' (e) 

(_g_PI] AJi	 dl1 do
	 (62) 

f3	 —3.	 T1 

where C' (0) cp-q f or the single trapezoidal surface with rake 
angle 3. 

The analysis in this case f011ows along lines directly analogous 
to that used f or the rectangular surface. For the present coafigura-
tion the loading function for the superimposed trapezoids is given by 
the relation

c'(e) =	
C3.	

(63) 
AJ' (O—) (1-0) 

and by moans of the substitution 

2= e—e0 	 _____ 

1-90 

the integration to obtain 	 can be simplified to give, as a 
final result,

13Cr	 3.	 itd0	 = - (3Cjir	
(611.) 

= - 2v0 J 7e_e) (	 2V0
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The loading C (e) over the resultant trapezoidal plan form 
can be found. from the relation 

ac(e)	 a1 

d.G	 J(e—e0)(1—e) 

From the boundary condition that c(e) = 0 at e =	 it follows 

that

c(e) = 2C1 arc sin
Jl—eo 

and.

P7Pu = f	 1Ci	 .	 / e—o0 

	

arc sin I	 (65) 

	

q V02	 1 l00 

Elimination of Ci between equations (611. ) and (65) and. introduc-
tion of angle of attack a for _w /Vo gives as aerodynic 
loading over the portion of the airfoil within the tip Mach cones 
the expression

	

= .- arc sin	 0< e0 < i 

1—eo 

Figure 10 indicates the variation of the loading over the tip section 
of the trapezoid.. The variable (3/a) (p/q) is plotted against 

tan	 for	 tan	 equal to 0, 0.3, and o.6. The curve for 

tan JQ = 0 corresponds to the case of the rectangular'wing and 

shows results in agreement with equation (58). 

- By means of equation (59) together with equations (66) and. (50) 
the lift coefficient of the t peoidai wing is expressible in -the - 
form

cJ_	 C 
1-- an0--tani\ 

CL	
2b	 2b	 (67) 

	

13	 1—tan50	 /

(66)
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Introducing the aspect ratio A of the wing where 

b 
A=

.c(l - tan 

lift coefficient can also be written 

2a[	 (68) 
CLTL1 	 b)J 

prom equation (67),

(69) 
a.	 \	 l—tanB0 

In figure II,	 is plotted, as a function of A3 for 	 = 0, 2., 

and 1. The curve for 	 = 0 agrees with results given by equation 

(61) for the rectangular wing. All curves are terminated at values 
of A for which the tip Mach cones intersect on the trailing edge 
of the wing. 

Thiangular plan form,.type 1.— The pressure distribution over 
trianlar lifting stirfaces with constant induced, vertical velocities 
will be developed in the following three sections. These plan forms 
are indicated, in figures 12(a), 12(b), and 2(c) and. shall be denoted 
respectively as types 1, 2, and. 3. Types 1 and 2 are actually special 
cases of type 3; namely, the cases where one leading edge is parallel 
to the free stream, and. where both leading edges n]ake equal angles 
with the stream direction. Type 3 includes any plan form which has 
leading edges swept behind the Mach cone but on opposite sides of 
an axis drawn through the vertex of the triangle and parallel to 
the free stream; and, further, has a trailing edge such that the 
Mach cones from either tip do not cross the surface of the wing. 
The principal reason for considering the three types separately 
is to show the nanner in which the spanwise loading appears in 
the solution of the problem. In types 1 and. 2 the proper load. 
distribution is found readily while the final type requires a more 
careful treatment. 

In order to determine the load distribution over the airfoil 
it will be convenient to use a differential element over which the



w(O+f9,r)_w(O,T1)	 w-
-= Urn -_________ 
AG	 AG 

£G

urn 

1e —o

(70) 
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loading is constant. The olernontsmay then be sunmied. and the distri-
bution of loading adjusted so that the induced vertical velocity at 
any point on the total lifting surface is constant. For the tn-
angular plan forms it is possible to assume that conical flow exists 
and the analysis may be carried out using the angular coordinates 
which have already been introduced.. 

Figure 13 shows the elemental lifting surface to he used.. The 
sides of the element extend. back from the tip of the Mach cone; 
making angles	 and	 + A3 with the positive Xxis or free—
stream direction. Corresponding to previous notation, the relations 
e = tan E and 8+A9 = f3 tan (Fi +A6) are used. The vertical 
velocity induced, by the element of surface may be denoted by Aw and 
it follows that

=	 (e+e,r) - w(e,q) 

where w(e,11) and w(O±A8,r) are the velocities induced by the 
triangular—tip surfaces with constant loading and with tip angles 
equal to Fi and Fi + AFi, resoectively. Applying a limiting 
process,

It follows that 	 for the resultant lifting surface will be 

evaluated by an Integration with respect to e. If w 0/e can 

be expressed in the form of an integral with respect to i, the 
relation for w_0 will then be similar to those given in equations 
(51) arid. (62) for the previous plan forms and the expeótation will 
be that the function C(e) can be determined to give constant 
Induced vertical velocity. 

The method of attack just outlined is postulated. on the 
e±isteñce of an integral expressiOn for 	 Tzo/O Such an 
expression is obtainable direct1y from the integrals in equa-
tions (33), (36), and. (39); however, the alternate relations 
given in these equations lead more directly to the proper form. 
Proceeding to this calculation, the following results are obtained 
for the elemental lifting surface;
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For –e<-.<O 

z=O c 1 r 1 –1	 1	 l+ei m/j_112 

_____ - - arc cosh - -	 arc cosh
1

(71) 
2V0 62 12 e (e+)

for –1<q<–e 

z=O	 C1 [1	 _1	 1	 _(i+Or) A/1_T 
_____ =	 -	 arc cosh - -	 ____ arc cosh	 - 

ae	 2,tV0 Le2 	 92 ,Ji__92	 9+rl	 e(e+r)

(72)  

arid for O<i)<l

	

1	 1	 1	 1+071	 /1_q2 

1(73) 

	

I—arc cosh -	 ___ arc cosh	 - 

	

2tV, L02	 o	 o^	 o(e^r) 

It can be verified easily that

–1	 –1 
- arc cosh - = ____ for <0 

i 

and

1	 –1 
- arc cosh - =	 ____ i''.L	 >0 

rl 

while

arc cosh	 = -	 for _e <71 <1 
9+71 l_712 
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and.

_(1+r)	 1	 fi 
- arc cosh	 - - /--. for —1<q<-9 

e^J 1-112 

Combining these results, the d.esired expressions result.: 

For <0 

z=0 - 13C1J__A/l_r12 + r 11 r	 —a	 +	 _____ 

____ - 2irV0l e(+'q) J 1	 [o27l1,71_2	 5:(-+11) 4J 1 2J	 J 

= —3C1	 ..Ji2 ±
	

di,	
(71i) 

2tV0 Le(a+) •J 1 eq1(i,) 

and. for 11>0 

z=0	 —f3Cj	
/l.2 

[1	
1	 ] 2cV0 Le(e+ i)	 .'	 e1(e±!1) 

Simnning the elements over the type 1 triangular wing, induced 
vertical velocity is 

=	 j°c(e)	 1 

Oii( + )J l i2 ] 
d	 (76) 

where c(e) = cpp for the element at 	 = arc tan	 If 

isöOnstant, then	 - 

= 0 
dl 

and from this criterion the function c(e) will be determined..
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Thus

&o/2()	 dr1 
de + 

- r c(o)de	 _____ 
= 2;V	 e(e+)	

°	 1' e1(e+i1)Ji-n12 I 
and., after introduction of the function G2 (r,O) where 

o(,e) =	 ____ 
•J_j ei- 1 (e± 1 ) J1_r12 

the integral equation may be written in the form 

o = 1./1_2 
peoc(e)de	 r -1--E 

____ + urn if	 c(e)-= dO + I	 c(e)- dO ] 
e (&+) 

+ urn	
[(__€)	 + C+	 1 

The function G2 (,e) is given by the first two ternis In the right.-
hand. members of equatIons (71) and. (72) and from consideration of 
these terms it follows that, provided c(o) is a continuous function, 
equatIon (77) becomes 

o	
+	 1	 flbC(e)de	

(78) 

J0 e(o+r)	 r!j2J e+r) 

Comparison of equations (52) and. (78), together with equatIon (53), 
Indicates that the function c(o) is of the form 

c(e) =	 (79)
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where C 1 is a constant. Substituting from equation (79) into 
equation (76).

27tv0w0

J0 
= _r°°__J2

dO 

e(e0—e)

(80) 

The region of integration in the r i3 O plane for the double 
Integral of equation (80) is shown in figure i 1 - for the case in 
which -e<<O. A singularity in the integrand of the double 
integral exists along the line 0 +	 = 0. Reversing the order of 
Integration in the double integral, equation (80) may be r&written 
as

dO 2 Vo T _o 

= - 
1301

r o	 Ulh	 de	 th]	 r eo	 dO 

111	 (fli)	 e (e—e—e fl1l_TI12JO (Q+TI1)Ale(e—e) 

(81) 

The single integral in equation (81) has a singularity at 0 = - 

since —e0 <TI<o and TI therefore lies inside the region of 
integration. A corresponding singularity occurs in the second of 
the double Integrals at 0 = - Ti1. Consider, therefore, the integral 

dO	 lirn	 r	 - dO	 + 0o	 dO 

J0	 (e^1)A/e(e-4) € —> o U 0	 (e±Ti)/—e) J	 (e+Ti)A/e(80_e) 

(82)
 The indefinite Integral is 

1	 —ne0+ee02Tie - 2 AJ(_Tie Q Ti 2 ) e (e—e) 

A) _TIO—Tl	 6+11 
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so that the definite integral is 

lim	 1	 +[T2c o_2r2_2€rI_2.J(_o_rI2) (_r_E) (o +i +€) ) € -ì 

	

C —4 0	 p3-2 j -Go	 ( r	 +	 (..€)]-

The value of this exuression is 0 and. equation (81) can therefore be 
written as 

2tV0w _0	 p!o th 1	 dO______	
(83) 

Ci	 - •-L1 	 ;'ii .Jo 	 (e+11)AJe(eoe) 

Since, in this region of integration, -1< <-O it follows that 

	

r0 _______________	 1	 . -.r 100+000+2 r116 

_____ arc	 __________ 

_________ -	 212heQ)O(eo) o 

A/ (e+i) 

and.

3C1 p-Oo•	 (84) 7z=0 =	 J1 i1A7j2(0) 

•	 The integral of equation (84) can be transf. rmed by means of 
of purely algebraic substitutIons Into a form which integrates 
ined.iate1y into complete elliptic integrals of the first and. second 
kind.. However, in the consideration of the type 3 plan form It will 
be necessary to resot to other methods of transformation, so that a 
more uniform approach, enip1oyii Jacobian elliptic functions, will 
be used. throughout Reference 12 contains a complete discussion of 
these fwicti-oris.
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The cuartic under the radical in equation (811.) can be. reduced 
to an eression of the te appearing in elliptic integrals of 
canonical form. This is accomplished by successive application of 
the transformations

k+1S	 k 
and. 3=-

l+s	 t 

where It and.	 are chosen so as to destroy the odd powers of the 
variable. By means of these transformations, induced velocity 
becomes

1	 2. [t 
WZO = -	 _______ /	 ____-_____	 (85) 

o Jk(e0—k) (1k2) J1 (l..-i-2 t2 )J(l_t2 ) (k2t2_l) 

where

It
80 

The integration of equation (8) will be performed. after first 
considering two parts such that w 0 = W1+w2 where 

1 
_______________	 (It—)tdt 

w1=—	 I 
2hTo fit (80—k)	 1 (l—k2t2 ) t/?l_t2 ) (k221) 

and

w	
.(i)k2	 (i_t2)dt 

2	
21T0 1t(O0—k)(l—k).J (l_kt2)AJ(i_t2)(k2t2_1) 

This separation is prompted. by the fact that the integral for 
w1 is expressible in terms of elementary functIons after the simple 
transformation t2=z. The results of such an integratIon lead to a 
value which is zero at the lower linit and infinite at the upper limit.
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However, an inspection of the original integral In eq.uatIon (81-i.) shows 
that w 0 is finite so the infinity obtained for w,. must be 
canceled by a corresponding Infinity of equal magnitude in w 2 . The 
actual proof of this statement necessitates, of course, treating the 
combined expressions as an Indeterminate form where the upper limits 
of the integrals for w . and. w2 are replaced by L + and. the 
limit is taken as e approaches zero. 

Introduce now In the Integration of w2 Jacobian el).iptic 
functions and. et

t = sn (u,k) = en u 

so that

cn udn u du 

The expression for w2 becomes 

(i-k2 )k2I	 K+IK' cn2u 
W2 =	

k(e0—k) (i—)'K	
du 

where K and K' are the complete elliptic Integrals of the first 
kind with respective modull k and k!Jl_k2 . Integrating and 
combining with w1 , it follows that

K+IK' 
+ j_c	 (1—k2)1c21 [. ( + k2	

U 
cn u - E(u)) 

	

2V0 .J k (e0.-.ic) (lk2) ,2	 thi U	 K 

where E(u) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind. 
After. substitution of the limits, 

-	 (1—k2)E'	
(86) -	

'Jk(e0—k) (1_k2)
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where E' is the complete elliptic .ntegral of the second kind wIth 

modulus k' = Jl_k2 , Equation (86) can be further simplified by 
wri-€ing k in tes of 80 so that 

= - f3C 1 
/_

2[1+ ./i—o1 
E' 

2''	 v 
0	 o

	 (87) 

where the modulus of B' is ,.Jl–k2 and. It = ________ 

For the loading in question 

=	
p0

A 

and.

_____ -	 - 2C / 8 

g	 e_e 

By means of equation (87) the constant C 1 may be eliminated. and., 
since a. = -

/2el'i) 

ci	 BE' ../
(88) 

Figure 15 shows the variation of 

tan	 equal to 0., 0.6, and 

From equations (88) and. (59 
triangle wing can be determined.

— — with	 tan for values of 

0.9. 

the lift.coefficjent of a ri.ght 
It follows bhat 

0L = !:;. '12(1– ,/ i
	

(89)
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Since the aspect ratio A is given by the equation A = 

equation (89) can be used.to find. the lift curve slope as a function 

of A. In figure 16 a plot of 13	 as a function of f3A is given. 
Thiangular plan form, type 2.- Figure 12(b) shows the synmietri-

cal type of triangular plan form considered in this section. The semi-
vertex angle is	 and. 00 is defined, by the relation 

= f3 tan 

The loading element used. in the previous section can be used again 
and equations (71.) and (75) are applicable directly. Because of the 
synimetry of the figure, it is necessary merely to insure the constancy 
of	 over the lert tait' ot tne wing in oraer tnat tne enrire wing 
be specified a flat plate. 

When the lifting elements are on the left portion of the figure, 
the Induced vertical velocity contributed by them will be given by 
equation (76) for, aside from the change In the loading fvnction 
c(e), this situation corresponds exactly to the condition considered 
in the type 1 plan form. To eauation (76) must also be added the 
ecpressIon for the Induced, vertical velocity on the left side of 
the wing produced by the lifting elements on the right. In the 
development of equations (71) and (75) the element was situated in 
the second quadrant of the axial system; that is, y was negative 
and. x was positive. For n element on the right side of the wing, 
equations (71k.) and (75) are again applicable if the axial system is 
changed so that the Y-axis reverses Ite direction while the X-axie 
remains fixed. Since, by definition, 

= 

it follows that the change of sign for y results in a change of 
sign for i. When the lifting element is on the right-hand side of 
the wing the expressions for gradient.of induced, vertical velocity 
are, thus, 

for i<O

____ -
	

s./1_i2 +	 (90) 
2itV0 L e (0-i) J_ 1 Oii(0-ii) 4_ii2
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and. for T> 0 

=0 = - 13C 1 ?/1
± •.	

d.TI1	 1	 (91) 
2iV0 L 0(8—Ti) Ji 911i(8.-Tii)	 A-TiJ

Si.iing the elements over the type 2 triangular wing, ind.uced. 
vertical velocity over the portion of the wing for which —1< i<.0 
:is

.	 Oo r AJ1_Ti2 + 
W(Tj) 0 

= - gv0f [+) 

-	 ____ 2tV0 J3	 e(o_r) j

thl1 

eTi1(e+r1) l_fli2 ]c(e)d.e 

____ lc(e)d.e 
&ii (_r) /i_i2 J 

-	 2 - reo I v'1—i2 +
	

d.	 lc(e)ao	 (92) - -
	 L 82_Ti2 L_	 (82_2) J1_.i2 

The function c(e) in equation (92) must give a constant value for 

so that	 will vanish and. aloo be ouch a functIon 

that the load.ing will be syrmiietrical about the line 0=0. Imposing 
these condItions it can be shown that a solution is given by the 
relation

c(e) =	 ( 93) 

and., after substitution in equation (92), 

______ - r 8°_J-j:- dO _r°o	 dO	 ____	 (9l) 
L3C 1 	 - J0	 (e2.112) .J & 2_O2 •.i	 'q1 Jl_Ti12(e2_Ti12) 
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The integration of equation (911.) Is to be performed. under the 
assumption that	 o< r <0 so that the region of integration in 
the r 1,e plane for the double integral Is as shorn In figure 111.. 
A singularity of the integrand exists along the line 
Reversing the order of integration in the double Integral, equation 
(911.) nay be written in the form 

= -	 de 

f3C 3.	 LO	 (e2_12)Jo2_e2 

thj1 
r9°	

dO	
- 

LL1	 /l_h2JO	 (e2_i2)	 J_80

(95) 

dr1 1	 r80	 do 

.,l lA/l:.li2J0 (O2_2)%/G2_62 

va1uatIon of integrals of bhe form 

I. 80 
1=—I 

Jo

dO

(O2*r 2 ) Je2_e2 

can be accomplished by means of the substitution 

0 

0 

After substitution, the integral becomes 

=--- r1	 ___ 
o02J0 

V 	

and, by straightforward intearation, 

0	 for ..L....<l 

0 
1=

____ for —>1 

211
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This result shows that the second. double integral of equation (95) 
vanishes (since e02 >ri 12) as does also the single integral in the 
equation. For the remaining double integral, however, 602<11i2 
and.

	

= 2.;	 dlh	 (96) 

	

Oj	 i12'u1i2 

Setting

z=—j-

equation (96) transforms to 

	

c3c	 ________ 

OU 

	

Introducing the modulus k 	 and making the substitution 

z	 sn (u,k) = sn U 

the expression for w 0 becomes 

K±IK' i f3C 1 p =	 sri'u du ZL)	 ,r	 I C-

	

if3C1	 K+IK' 
[u—E(u)3 

21T0k2 

c1 

2Vk2 

where the prime again refers to the complentary modulus kt =/i—i 
of the complete elliptic integral. Since k= 

	

w	 0-E'	 (97) 
z=O
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where	 = 

For the loading in question 

	

Pl—Pu - Ap -	 2C1 

Po1o2 - •j-. - v02 Je22 

so that, eliminating C 1 between this equation and equation (97), 

- _____ 

- /e02—e2 E' 

Figure 17 shows the variation of ! -! with 	 tan	 for values of

13 tan & equal to 0.3, 0.6, and. 0.9. 

Using equations (98) and. (59) it Is possible to find the 
expression for lift coefficient of a triangular or delta wing. Thus: 

- 2ir80c	 (99)
CL - f3E' 

Since aspect ratio of the wing Is 

I.e 
A=-

13 
lift coefficient beomes

	

CL=	 (100) 

where the modulus of E' is k' =Ji_	 . This result agrees with 
that obtained in another manner by Stewart (reference 8). In figure 18 

dCL
a plot Is given of f3 - as a function of 13A. 

ThIanu1ar plan form, type 3. Figure 12(c) shows the plan 

form now to be consith,red. Relative to the X—axis or free—stream 
direction the sId.e of the triangle form the angles 	 and	 so 

that the total vertex angle is 	 +=2LS. The variables e0 and e1
are also introduced, satisfying the relations 0=13 tan 

1=13 tan . The same loading element which was used for type 1 
and. type 2 triangles may be used. and equations (7i .) and (75) apply. 
It will then be necessary to determine the distribution of load so 

(98)



Ad + B 
c(e) = ______ 

v' (91+e)?e)
(103) 
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that the induced, vertical velocity over the plan form is a constant. 
Since this induced velocity must be the same on both sides of the 
5=0 axis, two equations sult: 

for -1<1<0 

= -	 /	
[12 

/	 lc(e)de	 (101) 

	

2,t70 U_O , L(0+11)	 er1(e+111) /1_q 12 J 

for 0<11<1

/	 2	 •r 
''o rI.L-11	 aq1	 1 

Wz=O = -	 I	 ^1	 ,__ C(e)dO	 (102) 

	

2V0 J-e 1 Le (e+q) •J1	 e (O+i ) A/ l-r1 J 

From the solutions to the robierns of type I and. type 2 it is 
possible to construct a solution of the more enera1 problem by 
expressing the loadin€ function in the form 

where A and. B are constants which can be determined in terms of 
wzO from equations (101) and. (102). Substituting from equation 

(103) into eqiation (101) and (102), the expressions for induced. 
velocity become

=	
[AH1(e0,e1) + BH2(00,01)] 

= --[--AH1(e1,e0) + BH2 (01 ,00 ))	 (iou) 

where

e1 
u1(e1,e) 

=	 11i (l_n12) (—e) ('q1±00)	
(105)
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PU' 

	

II2(el,e) = I.	 ____________________	 (106) 

	

J1	 2 / (1,2 ) ( -e) (i+o) 

The evaluation of H,(e,,00) and E3 (o,,e0 ) is accomplished in the 

same manner as has been used previously: first, a reduction of the 
quartic under the radical to canonical form and second, transforma-
tion by means of Jacobian elliptic functions followed by direct 
integration. Since the calculations f or both equations are quite 
similar, only in the case of H,(e,,0 0) will the details be mentioned. 
All relevant information can be found in reference 12. 

a+bS Applying the transformations ri, = 	 and S = , where 
1+S	 t 

iee, _ ,f(_ 02 ) (i_2) 
-.	 (107) 

00 + 0, 

b 
i—e0e, + 'I (i—e0 ) (1_2)	

(108) 

and introducing the smibOls R and k defined as 

____________	 (109) 
/ (i-.) (e) (G,+a) 

klOob
	

(110) 
80—b 

equation (105) reduces to

1 

H, a2Rk r	
[t2+t(a—b)—,I dt	

Cm) 
(1—az t2 ) ( t2-1) (1_k2 t2) 

The Integrand. divides naturally into two parts, one containing even 
powers and one containing odd. powers of t in the numerator. The 
latter part integrates into elementary functions after substituting 
t = u2 and. equation (iii) thereby becomes
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5]. 

	

Ui a2Ik 
r	 _____ •-	

(t2-l)dt 

2 J	 (1-a2t2) (t2_1)	
](112) 

Set tng

(t2_i)a.t 
12 =/k 

u',...	 (i-a2 -t2 ) ..j(t2_1) (l_k2t2) 

and substituting

x = n (u,k) = sri u 

it follows that

	

rK+iK'[	 sn2u 1 
12 = i-/	 1 + (a2 ].)	 du 

Jy	 L	 1-ctsn2uJ 

If en y = , 12 now may be written as 

-	 nK+iiC ' 

	

12 = -K' - I	 /	
sn,7Cfl 7 dxi -t FJfl2U 

	

sny n 7 JK	 1-k2sn2y sn2u - 

or	 . 

/b2_ 1	
K+IK' 

12 
= -IC' - Vk2_a2 [

fl (u7)]	 (113) 

where ti(u,y) is the fundamental elliptic Inegra1 of the third kind. 

The evaluation of tL(u,y) is best achieved by means of its 
expression in tes of theta . functions and zeta ñmction .3. Thus 

9(uy) 

	

fl(u,7)-=-.1og.	 +uZ(y) 2 

and, substituting the limits in equatIon (113), 

fl(K+IK',y)41(K,y) = -i log (K+1K'- v ) 
G(K-i-y) + 1K'z() 

2	 o(IC.) e(K+IK'+,')
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The Theta •functlons are a class known as quasi—periodic, that is, 
they satisfy the relations 

e(u+2K) = 8(u) 

-(i •....jU) 
8(u+21K') = - e K	 8(u) 

From this property, together with the fact that 8(u) is an even 
function, It follows that

lit 

G(K+IK'—y) 8 (K+y) = e k 

c9(K—y ) e (K+IK'+y) 

Moreover, since

Z(y)= E(y) —7 

there results

KtE	 iry 
rI(rc+iK',7) —fl(K,y) = IIC'E(y) - 17 -+1 - 

K	 2K 

and.

12 = —
K' + /b2_l T	 + K' 1E(y)	 El -7-I	 (liii.) 

1k2—a2 2K	 L	 KJJ 

The expression for equation (112) can now be written 

H1 = a2RkJ	 !L [ - 11+ K?[E(7)_7 ]}_2RkICt	 (115) 
k2-a2 12 [K	 J 

where the modull are k for the nonprimed.. functions and k' = AJi.k2 

for the primed functions. By definition, 7 = arc sn = F (,k)
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where F is the Incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind with 

argiiment	 and modulus k. 

Using the same notation, the equation for 2 Is as I ollow$: 

kflb b21-1 {2(1)K?_(12)E7(1k2) 	 [K'E(	
)] } 

H2- i - -- 1 
A/b2k2_l	 K 2\Ic

(116) 

Formulas (115) and (116) can now be combined with equations (10)4) 
to give

A = -
	

(e—e) / 2G	 (117) 
Ie0^e1 

and

	

B=-°	 20001 /_2G	
(118) 

%' 

where

	

1 ±	 -	 j02 (J2)	

(119) G - ___________________________ 

and E' is the cOmplete elliptic integral of the second kind with 

modulus 'I l-G. 
From equations (103), (117), and (118) 

PPu	 AP - 2c(e)	 2	 A0+B	 - 2ct / 2G Heo-01)e+2e091) 
2.p0V02 - q - 1T0 2	 Je1±o (0	 - f3E'Jo0+e1 L _(90)(8-

(120)
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It should be remarked. that the slope of t1e load.ing curve is zero at 

0 0. Figures 19(a), 19(b), 19(c) show the variation of 

with (3 tan	 for values of (3 tan	 equal to 0.3, 0.6, and. 0.9, 
respectively and. for (3 tan	 equal to 0, 0.3, 0.6, and. 0.9. 

From equations (59) and. (119) the lift coefficient for a type 3 

plan form is obtainable. Two cases will be developed, here: first, 
when the trailing edge of the wing is perpendicular to the stream 
direction; second, vhen the trailing edge of the wing is perpendicular 
to the line of symmetry. The first configuration may be referred to 
as a skewed wing while the second onfiguration may be referred. to 
as a symmetrical delta wing at an angle of sideslip. There results 
for the skewed wing then 

CL 	 joi)	 (121) 

where G is given by equation (119) and E' has the modulus l-4. 
This result agrees with that given by P. C. Roberts in an abstract 
in reference 13. 

For the more practical case of he delta wing at an angle of 
sld.eslip, figure 12(c), the lift coefficient can be expressed as 

CL -	 see A fG tan z	 (122) 

where A is the angle of sideslip and.	 ^ e angle between the 
leading edges, E' still has the modulus 1—C2, and. G is expressed. 
in terms of e0 and e, which are, in turn expressed. in terms of A 
and. i by the following equationG 

	

- (3 tan	 (123)

e1=(3tan-,.)J 

It should be noted. that since the pressure distribution has been 
computed only f or wings with: leading edges behind. th Mach cone 
springing from the apex and with, a trailing edge ahead. of the Macih
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cones springing from the wing tips, formula (122) is valid only for 
cases where

+ A <90 

L—A>O)
	 (124) 

These restrictions a±'e practically always met, however, for angles 
of sldesllp which are likely to be encountered in flIght. 

Equation (122) is plotted in figure 20 where 	 is show-n as 

a function of sid.eslip and L. The figure shows that up to 150 of 

sid.eslip f3	 remains practically constant. 

Ames Aeronaiitical Laboratory, 
National Advisory CoIttee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif.
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